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The purpose of this study is to evaluate the supply
of and demand for construction craftsmen in Hong Kong, tc
study the effectiveness of the manpower planning
mechanism adopted and to seek alternatives for the
existing training programmes.
In spite of the fact that there are some defects ir
the manpower planning approach, it will still be the
dominant model unless there emerges a better alternative.
On comparing the number of craftsmen working in the
industry as reported by the Manpower Survey Reports with
the enrolment/graduate statistics provided by the
Education Department/Vocational Training Council and
Construction Industry Training Authority, it can be
observed that in the last decade the supply of partially
trained craftsmen from the local training institutions
accounted for only a small percentage in the growth of
construction craftsmen and that the industry still has to
rely heavily on the traditional on-the-job training.
The institutions will not be able to achieve the target
recommended by the Manpower Survey Report in taking on
1,800 to 2,100 craftsman trainees in each year till the
completion of the Third Construction Industry Training
Centre.
A survey revealed that the average age of construc-
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tion craftsmen in Hong Kong is 36.58 83% of them are
over 25 years of age 76% of them are educated only up to
primary school level 60% of them have not received any
sort of formal training. Therefore there is a large
untapped market in the training of in-service adult
construction craftsmen.
In line with the contemporary training concept,
construction craft training programmes in Hong Kong are
fairly broad-based. Such arrangement is essential for
young apprentices but may not be suitable for adult
learners because they normally have families to support
and are eager to get a full wage in the shortest possible
period. From job analysis and survey findings, it is
noted that it is possible to shorten the training period
for adult craftsmen through specialization.
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Background to the Study
Skilled labour is one of the major requirements for
economic growth it is also one of the major constraints
on industrial expansion and development. Meeting the
needs for skilled labour in the 1980's is no doubt a
challenge that demands a concert effort by the govern-
ment, industry, business, educators and labour.
Manpower training in construction industry should
not be overlooked, though the industry is at present
severely affected by the economic recession. As advocated
by many leading economists and industrialists, periods of
trade depression are usually the most opportune time for
increasing investment in training. Otherwise, the
industry will not have the required skilled labour force
to meet the industrial demand when the trade cycle is
once again heading for recovery. The construction
industry experienced a long period of trade boom in the
last decade during which a shortage of trained personnel
occurred across all levels. According to the Manpower
Survey Reports, the supply of craftsmen is the problem
area that requires special.attention.
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1. The Problem
(a) Was the supply of construction craftsmen in the last
decade meeting the industrial demand? Is the projected
supply of construction craftsmen meeting the projected
demand?
(b) Does the Manpower Planning mechanism currently
adopted in the Construction Industry fulfil its functions
effectively?
(c) Do the age, education and training background of the
in-service construction craftsmen warrant the separation
of the education elements from the training elements in
the training schemes?
(d) Is it possible to reduce the training period through
specialization?
As in other developing countries, human resource
development'in Hong Kong is mainly based on the Manpower
Planning Approach, which is highly employment oriented.
Under this 'demand dragging' model, the Hong Kong Govern-
ment tries to match the forecast demand by creating
supply through education, school and vocational training
systems. Without paying due consideration to the supply
side- the desire of the young people, can the Manpower
Planning Approach successfully achieve its objectives?
From a general overview, it is easy to conclude
that the vocational training programmes in Hong Kong are
mainly based on the U.K. models with-some minor modifica-
tions. But Hong Kong and the United Kingdom belong to
two different cultures each of them has its own unique
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social, industrial and commercial structure, taxation
system, and infrastructure. Does the system transplant-
ed from U.K. serve the needs of the local commerce and
industry?
In the construction industry, the manpower plannin€
for the supply of craftsmen still aims at the recruitment
of school leavers. But the industry is seemingly unablE
to attract sufficient youth to take up the craft appren-
ticeship. This phenomenon can be observed in other
Chinese societies such as Taiwan and Singapore. During
the last decade, Singapore has had to import up to 50% of
her construction working force from neighbouring
countries. In Hong Kong, there is a general feeling that
the supply of construction craftsmen relies heavily on
the landed immigrants from Mainland China, who are
between 30 and 50. With family commitments, such adults
are unable to follow the traditional three-year
apprentice scheme with its low wages. It is apparent
that the interest of adult entrants to the construction
craft has not been properly attended to because, at
present, no training schemes are specifically designed to
cater to this category of people.
42. Organization of the Report
To evaluate the supply of and demand for labour
force in a particular industry, it is advisable to start
off by studying the historical background, development
and evolution of the training organization, as well as
the labour force itself. Following this, it is possible
to determine whether the supplies are meeting the
industrial requirements by comparing the present and
estimated future manpower demand with the existing and
projected provisions.
The following steps are adopted in this research
study:
(a) to conduct a historical review on the training
scheme for construction craftsmen in Hong Kong
(b) to review the Manpower Planning mechanism
currently adopted in Hong Kong
(c) to review the manpower planning, growth and
supply of and demand for construction craftsmen in the
last decade and the projected supply and demand in the
next three years
(d) to investigate the age, education and training
background of the in-service. construction craftsmen
(e) to identify areas of specialization through job





The theoretical framework of this research study is
built on the related literature, i.e. primary source
documents such as Manpower Survey Reports and Policy
Statements made by local authorities/training
institutions, with particular emphasis on the methods and
modes of training, and the acceptability of the final
products- the graduates.
1. Review of the Related Literature
Studies on manpower supply and demand have been
voluminous. In general the research studies can be
broadly classified into experimental design approach and
descriptive survey. The former type involves extensive
usage of statistical methods, but this kind of research
tends to focus on a small element of the system with the
resulting convenience for the researcher.
An examination of the standard sources reveals no
doctoral dissertations related specifically to the
proposed study. The sources examined were the
Dissertation Abstracts International from 1970 to 1982,
Two-Year and Three-Year MBA Programmes Research Reports
of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, University of
Hong Kong Abstracts of Theses for which Higher Degrees
were conferred, Educational Research from 1970 to 1982,
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and the University of Hong Kong Computer Online
Information Service.
2. Manpower Planning
Doctoral theses which appear to be related
generally to this investigation include the following:
(a) Noori, M.H. 1978. 'Education and Training to
Meet Manpower Needs for the Energy Industry in Iran.'
Because of the differences in social setting and problem
question, the findings of the research (Iran falls far
short of the current and future needs of manpower in the
Energy Industry) are unrelated and not important to the
proposed study. However, it is interesting to note that
the research was primarily a descriptive type and
involved documentary survey of information and analysis.
Noori did not give details as to how the secondary source
data were screened. He used such data to make a
projection of manpower needs up to a period of 20 years!
The following equations were used for the projection:
Where
Yo= The manpower needs for energy in 1972
r= The manpower needs rate-of-increase for energy
Yn= The manpower needs for energy in the year n
n= The number of years involved.
The equations are simple to understand and to
apply. They may be suitable for newly-emerged industries
Yo (1+100/r
Log (1+10/r)Log Yu -Log Yo /n
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where existing data on manpower demand are not available
or are inadequate for the construction of a regression
line for projection. In this case the most crucial item
is the constant r (the manpower needs rate-of- increase
for energy) when considering a long period of 20 years,
a slight variation would render the projection valueless.
The methodology adopted in Noori's research study,
especially the documentary survey, does provide some
guidance to the proposed study.
(b) Ighedo, J.A. 1979. Manpower Feasibility
Study with Implication for Vocational-Technical Education
in Bendel State of Nigerial.' The purpose of Ighedo's
study was to show how public vocational-technical schools
and in-plant training programmes are responding to the
manpower needs.
Ighedo adopted the General Linear Model to predict
the employment figures up to 1985 (i.e. 6 years from the
date of the research) by taking the annual labour
turnover rate and needs for trained manpower (by job
titles) into account. He also used the chi square test
to compare the enrolments with the net manpower demands.
The finding was that 'the number of workers who were
expected to complete in-plant training by 1982 was less
than 10% of the net training need by the same year in
four of the seven clusters surveyed.'
Ighedo did not explain how the manpower needs were
assessed. From the conclusi on it is apparent that
Ighedo failed to recognise the substitution effects for
different mixes of skilled workers. The recommendation
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made by him appeared to be quite unrealistic, because how
can the industries in a country manage to survive with a
90% shortage of the needed manpower? And how can a
country increase the supply of skilled labour by nine
fold in three years?
Besides, the General Linear Model is not an
accurate model for prediction. The regression line
method with or without weighted factors would be a much
better alternative. However, Ighedo's dissertation
serves to demonstrate the weakness and limitations of the
wrong use of manpower planning models for course
planning.
Manpower Planning in Hong Kong and Western Countries
The field survey/ questionnaire method geared with
the General Linear Model is being used in Singapore,
South Korea, the United Kingdom and other Western
countires to predict the future manpower requirements.
In Hong Kong, a more accurate and sophisticated model for
manpower planning was developed and introduced by the
Training Council Division of the Labour Department in the
last decade. It is still being used by all industry
training boards in Hong Kong. Details of the model will
be discussed in Chapter III.
Training Evaluation
There is no formal certification or achievement
evaluation for construction craftsmen in Hong Kong, China
and Singapore. The traditional time-serving scheme is
still prevalent in the industry. An apprentice is said
to complete the training after serving his master for a
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period of three to four years, no matter wnezneL he
attained the required competence level or not. In Hong
Kong, trainees under the designated trades are required
to attend courses at the local educational institutions.
Successful completion of the courses is a pre-requisite
for the issue of Apprenticeship Completion Certificate.
However, they are not required to take any formal skill
test other than the internal examinations set by the
institutions. The Construction Industry Training
Authority is now planning to introduce some sort of Skill
Test, most likely similar to that adopted by the United
Kingdom, for certification. But the major stumbling
block for the campaign will be the value of the
certificate. If anyone can claim himself as a competent
construction craftsman (provided there is a working group
willing to accept him) why should he bother to take the
test?
In Japan, though craftsmen are to follow on-the-job
or in-service training, formal written and skill
achievement tests as well as certification are well
established in most of the major organisations.
In Western countries, under the influence of strong
unions, apprentices are required to take formal and
public tests set by the Government bodies, chamber of
trades or some reputable educational institutions (e.g.
the City and Guilds of London Institute in the U.K.)
before they can claim themselves as competent craftsmen
and be accepted by the trade unions.
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2. Assumptions and Limitations
For the purpose of this study, the following
limitations are listed:
(a) Due to the language barrier, for studying the
systems in countries outside the British Commonwealth,
U.S.A. and China, secondary source materials are used in
the international comparison section. Reports and
articles selected are confined to those published by
national educational authorities/institutions or leading
experts in the field.
(b) Historic, descriptive and comparative approach-
es, with the aid of simple descriptive statistics, are
adopted to evaluate the supply and demand of construction





1. Historical Review of the Training Scheme for
Construction Craftsmen in Hong Kong
Centuries ago, apprenticeship was almost the
universally accepted method for the training of crafts-
men. However, during the industrial revolution, the
Western countries experienced a great shortage of skilled
manpower and the enlightened industrialists began to
realize that the traditional training method was inade-
quate for the imparting of craft skill and technical
knowledge. The crucial factor for change behind the
scene was that the traditional training method failed to
attract enough young people of the right calibre to join
the industry. Therefore, the institutionalized method of
training was introduced. Under this system, the appren-
tices are required to attend classroom lectures so as to
learn the technical knowledge in a more efficient and
systematic manner craft skills still have to be learnt
through on the job training. With social and political
development, governments in most of the Western countries
began to take up the responsibilities from the
industrialists in the early 20th century for the training
of skilled manpower through direct intervention or
through the taxation machinery in the form of a tax
relief or training grant.
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Though the history of technical education and
vocational training in Hong Kong can be traced back to
1907 when a so-called Technical Institute was established
in Queen's College (this institute did not have its own
building) to run evening continuation classes in various
technical subjects, the present Polytechnic and Technical
Institutes did not start to take shape till 1932 when the
Government, with the donation from the Hong Kong Building
Contractors' Association, built the Trade School at Wood
Road, Wanchai (which is now the Annex of the Morrison
Hill Technical Institute). The Trade School was renamed
as the Hong Kong Technical College in 1937 and moved to
its new teaching buildings at Hung Hum, which was
subsequently expanded and developed to become the Hong
Kong Polytechnic on 1st August, 1972.
At the early stage,• building and engineering
courses at the technician level (i.e. post Form 5) were
offered. A limited range of craft level courses was
mounted in the Hong Kong Technical College in the early
1960's, which were the forerunners of institutionalized
construction craft courses in Hong Kong. Such
construction craft courses together with some junior
technician courses (i.e. those two-year Post Form 5
technician diploma courses) wer.e transferred to the
Morrison Hill Technical Institute, which was established
for that purpose, in 1969. The construction craft
courses at Morrison Hill Technical Institute were
expanded and made available in both full-time (one-year
courses) and part-time evening (three-year courses) modes
of attendance. The enrolment of full-time construction
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craft students in Technical Institutes was once over 200
in 1973/74. But the training facilities provided by the
Technical Institutes were unable to meet the demands of
the Construction Industry so the Construction Industry
Training Authority was established in September, 1975 by
the enactment of the Industrial Training (Construction
Industry) Ordinance of 1975. Funded by a training levy
(at 0.25% of the value of construction works for projects
of $1 million and over), the Authority established its
own Training Centre at-Kowloon Bay in 1977 and took on
some 640 trainees (in seven construction craft
disciplines) in September. The second training centre
at Kwai Chung was completed in September, 1982. The
total training capacity of the two training centres then
amounted to 1,280- in eight basic craft courses. The
Authority is planning to set up a third training centre,
hopefully be completed in 1986 on Hong Kong Island in
Aberdeen.
The Apprenticeship Ordinance was enacted in 1976 to
promote proper apprentice training and to ensure that
young people are properly trained for their jobs. Since
its inception there has been more active participation by
the industrial sector in the training of apprentices. By
1983, there were 38 trades designated under the Ordinance
in which 8 are in the discipline of construction. The
Ordinance requires an employer to enter into a contract
with young apprentices, between the age of 14 and 18,
engaged in the designated trades. Under the
apprenticeship contract, the employer is responsible for
the provision of comprehensive training to the
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apprentice, including releasing him to attend a part-time
day-release (one full day plus two evenings per week)
course at a technical education institution.
In 1984 among the five technical institutes in Hong
Kong, construction craft courses are available at the
Morrison Hill, Haking Wong and Kwai Chung. At present,
there are two new technical institutes under
construction, which are expected to come into operation
in September, 1985. Construction craft courses will be
available at the new Institute at Tuen Mun but not the
one at Sha Tin. The roles of the technical institutes in
the training of construction craftsmen are:
(A) To provide complementary theoretical education
to the trainees from the Construction Industry Training
Centres (each week the trainees are required to attend
one day of lectures at the technical institute and five
days of skill training at the centre)
(B) To provide an alternative form of one-year full
time education to Form 3 school leavers to prepare them
for craft apprenticeship
(C) To provide young. apprentices who are working in
the designated trades and are under 19 years of age, with
complementary part-time day-release (one full day plus
one or two evenings) education
(D) To provide part-time evening craft courses for
in-service or potential craftsmen.
The current training routes for construction
craftsmen are as follows:
(A) Attend a one-year full-time basic craft
training course in a construction industry training
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centre or a technical institute, followed by two to three
years organised. craft apprenticeship with attendance at a
related part-time day-release craft course.
(B) Follow a three to four years organised craft
apprenticeship with attendance at a related part-time
day-release craft course.
(C) For those new entrants who are over 19 years of
age or not working in one of the designated trades, they
can receive on-the-job training and attend related part-
time evening craft courses on a voluntary basis. They
can also join the apprenticeship scheme as do the young
apprentices.
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2. Manpower Planning Mechanism Adopted in Hong Kong
Manpower Planning Approach is at present the most
popular method for planning of training programmes in
developing countries and is also extensively used by the
developed countries, such as the United Kingdom, West
Germany and France, to serve as the bench mark for over-
all control. However, there are three major defects in
this approach:
(a) It assumes a rigid relationship between
education (let alone occupation) and the economy. From
many recent studies on 'Elasticities of Substitution,'
there is ample evidence to support the view that an
economy can grow equally well with different mixes of
manpower. Therefore, without considering the possible
alternative mix of skills and the cheapest way of
manpower training, it is not possible to identify an
inefficient or non-cost-effective training programme.
(b) The job description and minimum educational
contents of given occupations are highly arbitrary. Many
western trade unions and professional institutions use
this as a means to restrict new entrances by raising the
requirements to an exceptionally high level. On the
other hand, many dominant institutions frequently
exercise their influence on manpower planning by
providing some inflated demand figures or by the creating
of unwarranted posts (this situation is most obvious in
the government offices and large organisations) with a
view to demonstrating the importance of their
professions. Coupled with the fluctuation in the economy
and hence the demand for human resources, the predicted
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figures are usually inaccurate- variations of up to
100% are not uncommon.
(c) Social demand is unduly overlooked. Chinese
tradition regards institutional education as the formal
route for social upward mobility the parents are
desirous of supporting their children's education to the
highest level, despite their capabilities. This attitude
is reaching a sublime stage in a Chinese society with a
high percentage of middle class families like Hong Kong.
Many parents are reluctant to send their children to
learn craft trades if their children can still pursue
academic courses.
Despite the defects mentioned, Manpower Planning is
the only available approach that can provide some
concrete figures for the planners. Therefore, for the
foreseeable future, this approach can still be the
dominant model unless there emerges a better alternative.
All of the manpower surveys conducted by the
Training Council used the same instrument. It consists
mainly of a questionnaire with questions on the number of
workers employed (by job-title) at the date of survey,
number of vacancies, number of trainees employed,
preferred education and training, and the monthly income
range of workers. Interviewers were sent to the
employers' offices to assist them in completing the
questionnaire therefore 100% returns were achieved for
all surveys. The typical instrument.. used. in local
Manpower Surveys are shown in Appendix A.
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3. Manpower Survey Method
The former Training Council Division of the Labour
Department developed an 'adaptive filtering forecasting
method' for determining future manpower requirements of









In this method, past survey data are weighted and
the weights used are in geometric series such that
heavier weighting is given to the more recent data.
Thus, the results of the forecast will be more dependent
on the recent and less on. the past data. The degree of
emphasis on the more recent data can be controlled by
varying the weighting factor A. An electronic computer
is used to track growth rates and to project the survey
data into the future for a number of values of A, i.e. to
produce a number of possibilities. The Training Board
may then select the best projection based on those
factors that may affect manpower changes, such as number
of vehicles on the road in future years, the possible
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change in transport pattern, the development of the mass
transit railway, the estimated value of building and
civil engineering construction works etc. The accuracy
of the forecast will be checked against future survey
results, and errors, if any, will be taken into account
in the subsequent forecast.
In determining the manpower demand, an estimated
wastage rate varying from 3% to 5% was adopted to allow
for workers retiring and leaving the industry concerned.
Some Comments on the Manpower Survey Technique
Adopted by the Training Boards
The Training Boards apparently overlook the
elasticity of substitution effect: a particular industr
/manpower supplies.
To make the findings more meaningful, it is
essential to indicate the manpower needs by job titles.
Though the Training Boards did provide a list of jot
titles with descriptions of duties, great disparities car
still be detected among the returns on job title, duties
and 'preferred education and training. In the returns
from Gov.er*nment Offices and large corporations, the
on paper) technologists and technicians. But for those
small firms, technologists can mean senior technicians or
just any technicians they can get. In turn, technicianE
in small firms can be no more than a general clerk wits
some basic knowledge of the trade or sometimes, a
comparatively better educated craftsman. The Training
technoligists and technician means qualified' (at leat
can function equally well with dufferent mixes of skills
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Boards apparently have not taken any action to correlatE
the preferred education/training and the manpower needs
reported by the employers and to make the necessary
adjustment.
For non-factory based piece-workers, the vacancies
revealed from the manpower surveys were seemingly not
very realistic. Take the findings of the 6th Manpower
Survey on the Building Civil Engineering Industry as an
example. During the trade boom in 1981, the reported
average vacancies for craftsmen in the construction
industry was said to be 2% of the working force.
According to the international standard, a 4% vacancy
level is an indicator of a stagnant industry with a
slight over-supply of workers. Though the labour
mobility rate is very high in Hong Kong, 2% vacancies
among the working force was still too far from reality.
This could be due to the fact that the interviews had
involved only the main employers but not the 'self-
employed' workers.
The Training Boards also recommended the number of
craftsman/technician/technologist trainees to be taken on
for training or education each year. The throughput rate
adopted for the deriving of recommendations appeared to
be too subjective and inclined to be over-optimistic.
On the planning-of technologist study places, the
number of overseas university graduates likely to r-eturn
to Hong Kong was not mentioned. The supply from this
source could be very substantial.
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International Comparisoi
Through international comparison it may be possible
to highlight solutions to various problems from the
differences observed between countries and the
difficulties they have encountered.
In this study, the technical education and
industrial training systems of the United Kingdom, West
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands,
Japan, Taiwan and the Republic of Korea are reviewed.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development of the United Nations suggests three patterns
of apprenticeship training schemes:
(1) The English speaking model based on the U.K.
with the craft trades unions identifying apprenticeship
as part of collective bargaining
(2) Continental Europe model with a more active
role for central government, and a wider range of
apprentice occupations, where more emphasis is placed on
compulsory instruction but also a larger quantum of
general education and a smaller role for trade unions
(3) Scandinavia model where apprenticeship is on a
smaller scale with more emphasis on other forms of
vocational education.
In the review, it is interesting to note that, by
and large, Governments in these ten countries increasing-
ly wish to deploy resources on a comprehensive view, of
training needs rather than allow enterprises and unions
to take a narrower view of economic performance and
manpower needs. Technological and organizational change
have shifted the preferences of the younger age groups to
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full time vocational education. Some attempts are made
to provide a broader base for apprenticeship by defining
wider occupational categories, by attempting to identify
and group skill areas by introducing training modules or
by providing an additional year of schooling, e.g.
Berufsgrundbildungsjahr (a basic vocational training year
in Germany). There is also a trend towards reducing the
apprenticeship period in order to make it more attractive
to the young workers who wish to earn a full wage.
The future of apprenticeships, from country to
country, is not clear. What does seem significant is
that its structure and contribution, both to manpower
needs and individual development, are in the process of
evaluation.
In the six Western countries, the current issue of
training- long or short term-- has become the victim of
short and medium term concentration on employment issues.
Job creation is a priority rather than specific issues of
vocational training and guidance. (e.g. the recent
training programmes in U.K. such as YTS- Youth Training
Scheme, YOP- Youth Opportunity Programme, VP-
Vocational Preparation Scheme are more or less aimed at
employment issues rather than at the training issue).
All countries under review have a Vocational
Training Ordinance of one form or the other to regulate
vocational training for craftsmen and provide directions
as to how it should be conducted in Government
Institutions, Public/Private Training Centres as well as
on-the-job training.
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In most of the countries under review, e.g. the
United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Belgium and Denmark,
apprentices are required to attend part-time day-release
or block release courses at educational institutions
while receiving on-the-job training. The duration of
apprenticeship is from three to four years depending on
the trades. Alternatively, apprentices can substitute
the first year training by one year full-time vocational
education.
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4. Demand, Growth and Supply of Construction Craftsmen
in Hong Kong from 1971 to 1983
Since the formation of the Building Trades
Industrial Committee (this Committee was renamed as the
Building and Civil Engineering Industry Training Board)
on 4th March, 1966, seven manpower surveys on the
industry were conducted. The years in which the surveys
were conducted, the number of craftsman trainees and
vacancies recorded as well as the annual intakes
recommended by the Survey Reports are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Demand for Construction Craftsmen










1982 to701 2,000 to1,32719816
19842,300




Growth and Supply of Craftsmen (1971-83)
Year SupplyChanges-withNo. of Craftsmen
X+ Y*in the Industry last year(%
85+ 01971 17,835 N//A
1972 20,025 100+ 0+2,190 (+12%)
1973 113+ 022,216 +2,191 (+11%)




1976 19,358 90+ 0+2,563 (+15%)
1977 21,920 71+ 0+2,562 (+13%)
26,9171978 88+ 522+4,997 (+23%)
1979 31, 913 50+ 540+4,996 (+19%)
1980 34,570 +21657(+ 8%) 28+ 530
1981 37,227 +2,657(+ 8%) 0+ 444
34,1091982 -3,118(- 8%) 29+ 548
30,991 32+ 7551983 -3,118(- 9%)
* Supply denotes the number of construction craft
graduates emerging from training programmes of the
technical institutes and training centres.
X= Full-time graduates from technical institutes
Y= Graduates from the construction industry training
centres
The strength of craftsmen are quoted from the Man-
power Survey Reports for 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1979,
1981 and 1983. Years between Manpower Surveys are
interpolated figures. The Manpower Survey Reports
adopted a wastage rate of 3%.
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The data from Table 1 show that the annual output
from technical institutes and training centres in 1982
and 1983 amounted to only 1.7% and 2.5%, respectively, of
the total craftsmen. If taking the high dropout rate
(according to the technical institute records, the
dropout rate is about 49%) of the graduates into account,
the supply would be reduced to 0.9% and 1.3%, which could
hardly cover the wastage due to retirement and change of
employment. The growth in construction craftsmen in the
last decade strongly suggests that the industry is still
heavily relying on the traditional on-the-job training
for the supply of skilled workers.
The number of craftsmen vacancies in 1981 was 701
(2% of total). In 1983 it drops to 208 (1% of total). A
4% unemployment rate is internationally accepted as the
theoretical state of full employment. In Hong Kong, with
highly mobile and hardworking labour, the leading
economists normally take 3% as the local standard.
Therefore, the 2% and 1% construction craftsman
vacancies in 1981 and 1983 reported by the Manpower
Surveys appeared to be a bit unrealistic. (The
corresponding vacancies at the technician level were 12%
and 6%, while at the technologist level were 10% and 4%).
This could be due to the fact that during field surveys,
main contractors instead of sub-contractors were being
interviewed.
The number of construction craft trainees to be
taken on for training in each year from 1982 to 1986
recommended by the Sixth Manpower Survey Report on the
Building and Civil Engineering Industry (Survey conducted
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in 1981) was in the range of 2,000 and 2,300. In view of
the current recession, the Seventh Manpower Report (to be
released at the latter part of 1984) is likely to trim
down the recommended figures by some 10%. Hence, the
average demand for craftsmen would be in the range of
1,800 to 2,100. But the total planned capacity of the
technical institutes and training centre up to the
Session 1985/86 is only about 1,500 per year.
Therefore, it can be concluded that, until the Third
Construction Industry Training Centre comes into
operation (with the provision of 700 additional training
places), the construction industry will be unable to
achieve the target recommended by the Manpower Survey
Report.
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5. Job Analysis on Construction Craft Trades
Analyses of major construction craft jobs have been
done by the International Labour Organisation, the City
and Guilds of London Institute and many other
organisations abroad. In Hong Kong the Building Trades
Industrial Committee of the Industrial Training Advisory
Committee (the Committee was re-structured to become the
Hong Kong Training Council in October, 1973) prepared a
manual on 'Minimum Job Standards and Specifications for
the Principal Jobs in the Building and Civil Engineering
Industry' in November, 1971. The manual was prepared for
the following purposes:
(i) to establish generally acceptable minimum
standards of skill for the principal jobs in the building
and civil engineering industry
(ii) to provide guidelines for relevant technical
courses at technical institutes or vocational training
centres operated by Government, private organizations or
voluntary agencies
(iii) to help employers in the industry to prepare
systematic and practical on-the-job training programmes
(iv) to help employers to assess the competence of
existing workers in a particular job
(v) to standardise the nomenclature already in use
in the industry and
(vi) to enable the industry to keep abreast- with
advancing technological changes.
The Industrial Committee emphasized that properly
organised training should be coupled with related
technical education in order to produce qualified
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technicians and craftsmen. It believed that goon
training leads to increased productivity and
profitability on the one hand and gives trainees the
opportunity of realizing their full potential on the
other.
The following 19 craftsman level jobs were
incorporated in the manual:
(1) Air-conditioning, Heating and Ventilating
Fitter (I.L.O. Classification: 8-51.90)
(2) Bamboo Scaffolder (I.L.O. Classification: 9-
59.40)
(3) Blaster (Shotfirer) (I.L.O. Classification: 7-
11.50)
(4) Bricklayer/Roof Tiler (I.L.O. Classification:
9-51.20 and 9-53.20)
(5) Carpenter (Formwork)'(I.L.O. Classification: 9-
52.20)
(6) Carpentry/Joinery/Wood Machinist (I.L.O.
Classification: 9-54.20)
(7) Diver (I.L.O. Classification: 9-59.60)
(8) Electrician (I.L.O. Classification: 8-55.10
8-55.20)
(9) Granolithic and Terrazzo Worker and Shanghai
Plasterer (I.L.O. Classification: 9-55.20)
(10) Lift Installation Fitter (I.L.O. Classifica-
tion: 8-51.60)
(11) Marble Worker (I.L.O. Classification: 8-20.20
9-51.45)
(12) Mason (I.L.O. Classification: 9-51.40)
(13) Mechanic (Site Mechanic) (I.L.O. Classifica-
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tion: 8-49.10 8-49.60)
(14) Metal Worker (I.L.O. Classification: 8-35.20
8-73.10)
(15) Painter and Decorator and Sign Writer (I.L.O.
Classification: 9-31.20 9-39.50)
(16) Plasterer (I.L.O. Classification 9-55.10)
(17) Plumber (I.L.O. Classification: 8-71.05)
(18) Structural Steel Worker (I.L.O. Classificat-
ion: 8-74.40)
(19) Wall and Floor Tiler (I.L.O. Classification:
9-51.50).
The manual was updated and revised by the Building
and Civil Engineering Industry Training Board of the Hong
Kong Training Council in February, 1979. In the updated
manual 17 craftsman level jobs are listed by deleting
'Air-conditioning, Heating and Ventilating Fitter (1)',
'Electrician (8)' and 'Lift Installation Fitter (10)'
adding Metal Scaffolder and changing the 'Mechanic (Site
Mechanic) (13)' to Construction Plant Mechanic. The job
standards and specifications for (4), (5), (6), (9),
(11), (12) and (16) listed above are given in Appendix B
for reference, which are required to support the discuss-
ion in the latter part of this research study.
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6. Availability of Construction Gratt
Training Courses
The following craft level training courses are
available in the technical institutes and training
centres as distinct disciplines:
(a) Bricklaying Plastering (for 4, 9 16)
(b) Carpentry Joinery (for 5 6)
(c) Painting, Decorating Signwriting (for 15)
(d) Plumbing Pipefitting (for 17)
(e) Plant Maintenance Repair (for 13)
(f) Bamboo Scaffolding (for 2)
(g) Marble-laying Stone Masonry (for 11 12)
(h) Electrical Installation (for 8).
No courses are formed for other construction craft
jobs in view of their low industrial demand. Such craft
disciplines would have to rely-on on-the-job training.
The construction craft and other training schemes
in Hong Kong are formulated in line with the contemporary
school of thinking. This philosophy suggests that a
craftsman may have to change the nature of his employment
many times during his life cycle. Therefore training
courses for young apprentices should provide a broader
base so as to enhance their adaptability. This could be
achieved by including more general educational elements
in the course, by identifying and grouping skill areas
together so that wider occupational categories could be
covered. The concept has very good theoretical and
educational backup and is definitely suitable for the
training of young apprentices. But, in Hong Kong the
training institutions are apparently unable to attract
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sufficient number of school leavers to fill up the
construction craft study places. From Table 1 (P.20), it
is obvious that the supply from the local training
institution contributed only a small percentage to the
total number of construction craftsmen. The deficiency
must be supplied from other sources- direct entry to the




Since the supply of partially trained construction
craftsmen from the local training institutions is unable
to meet the needs of the industry, the deficiency must be
met from other sources. Information on craftsmen such
as their age distribution, education and training
background as well as the areas of specialization would
be very useful in identifying the sources of supply,
manpower planning and further studies.
1. Particulars of those Apprentices who Attend
Training Courses at Technical Institutes
Questionnaires as given in Appendix C were issued
to 156 students in class for completion. Based on the
job manual prepared by the Industry Training Board (see
Appendix B), some typical job titles were identified
(Item 6 of the questionnaire). The question was pre-
tested with 40 students randomly selected from the four
basic craft courses at the rate of 10 students per
course the questionnaire was then modified in the light
of pre-test results. The aims of the questionnaire are.
(i) To identify areas of specialization by checking
the work in which the students are most frequently
involved.
(ii) To investigate the students' value of the
academic elements of the course because there is a
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general feeling that many craftsmen consider academic
subiects as irrelevant to their training.
Other items included in the questionnaire are for
the use of the technical institute and are un-related to
this study, therefore not to be elaborated.
Simple descriptive statistics are used to process
the data to indicate the responses to each question by
percentage.
2. Field Survey on the Age Distribution, Education and
Training Background of the In-Service Craftsmen
to Identify the Areas of Specialization
In order to identify the areas of specialization
and to investigate the age distribution of in-service
construction craftsmen, a field survey was conducted. In
the field survey, 79 reliable volunteers from 68
construction sites (for large sites, two interviewers
were deployed) were selected among the current part time
day release construction technician students. With the
aid of highly structured questionnaires (see Appendices
D and E, areas of job specialization are formulated in
accordance with the findings from questionnaire C), the
students were instructed to conduct a survey on their own
sites. Sixty-eight construction sites represent roughly
7% of the sites in Hong. Kong where works were in progress
at the time of the survey.
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Before commencing the field survey, briefing ses-
sions were held for the interviewers. In order to
eliminate artifacts and experimenter expectancy effects,
the following measures were adopted:
- the students were not informed about the purposes
of the survey before hand (details of the survey were
released to them after the data were processed)
- peripheral questions were included in the
questionnaire to act as distractors and to conceal
the intention of the survey. The age of technicians such
as site agent, foreman, site Q.S. leveller etc., and the
age of* operatives such as concretor, bar bender,
excavator, labourer, etc are such distractor questions.
Simple descriptive statistics are used to process
the data collected. A Chi Square Test was used to compare
the results derived from the field survey and those from
the current craft students on the nature of works in




1. Area of Specialization
To assess the possibility for specialization, in
addition to the field survey (see Appendix E), question-
naires (Appendix C) were issued to students of the four
part-time day-release craft courses in class for comple-
tion. The purpose of the survey and questionnaire is to
identify the main jobs and number of activities in which
the students (Apprentices) are frequently involved.
Number of Main Jobs Engaged in by Construction
Craftsmen and Apprentices
The term 'Main Job' referred to in this study means
the activities or area of specialism that a craftsman/
apprentice is engaged in for more than 30% of his time in
an average year. The survey results are given in Tables
3, 4, 5 and 6.
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Table 3
Main Jobs Engaged in by Bricklayers, Plasterers and Tilers
of Craftsmanof Apprentice












N= Sample Size (i.e. the number of apprentices/crafts-
men covered by the survey)
C= Number of Counting, i.e. the total number of main
jobs recorded. In this trade, the average number of
main jobs (=C/N) for an apprentice is 1.21 while
that for a craftsman is 1.18.
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Table 4
Main Tnh.q FncaQed in by Carpenters and Joiners
%of Craftsman%of Apprentice









Main Jobs Engaged in by Painters and Decorators
%of Craftsman%of Apprentice








C= Number of Counting: The average number of main jabs
for an apprentice in the Carpentry and Joinery Trade
is 1.90, while that for a craftsman is 1.08 the
corresponding figures in the Painting and Decorating
Trade are 1.3 and 1.21.
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Table 6
Main Jobs Engaged in by Plumbers Pipetitters
% of Craftsmanof Apprentice
Engaged in theEngaged in theActivities/Area of
SpecializationSpecializationSpecialization
(N=134, C=177)(N=25, C=40)
Water Supply Pipe Fixing
34%42%(Internal)
Water Supply Pipe Laying
10%8%(External)
7%5%Hot Water Supply
4%5%Fire Fighting Pipe Work





N= Sample Size (i.e. the number of apprentices/crafts-
men covered by the survey)
C= Number of Counting (i.e. the total number of main
jobs recorded in this trade, the average number of
main jobs for an apprentice is 1.60 while that for
a craftsman is 1.32)
In the survey, less than 3% of the apprentices and
craftsmen reported that the number of their main jobs
were more than two (but none of them were more than 3).
The overall average number of main jobs (for the four
trades) is 1.21, the figures for apprentice and
craftsmen are 1.47 and 1.17, respectively. That is to
say, the number of main jobs engaged in by apprentices
are considerably higher than that for skilled craftsmen.
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This could be due to the fact that apprentices, while in
their training period, are required to perform a much
wider variety of work so as to acquire more experience.
Once they achieved the craftsman status, they would head
for specialization with a view to increase productivity
and hence, to increase their income because construction
craftsmen are normally paid on piece work basis.
Number of Activities (Including Main Job) Frequently
Engaged in by Construction Craftsmen and Apprentices
The survey results on the number of activities
(including main job) that are frequently engaged in by
construction craftsmen and apprentices are given at
Tables 7, 8 and 9.
Table 7
Number of Activities Frequently Engaged in by Construction
Apprentices (From Part-time Day-Release Students)
N No. of Activities Frequently Engaged ir.DisciplinE











Overall= 205 44% 14% 15% 12% 10% 5% 2.46







Number of Activities Frequently Engaged in by Construction
Craftsman (From Field Survey Results)
N No of Activities Freauentlv Engaged inDiscitlin
1 2 3 4 5 6 Av*
1.271% 0% o%77% 19% 3%Carpentry 427
Joinery
4% 3% 1.794%8%18%63%Bricklaying 402
Plastering
4% 2.0112% 12% 5%10%270 57%Plumbing
Pipefitting
1.421%1% 1%20% 6%71%Painting 225
Decorating
Overall= 1,324 68% 17% 7% 4% 2% 2% 1.62
Table 9
Chi Square Test for Significant Difference between Results







(A) Chi Square: use current student response as indepen-
dent variables, field survey results as dependent
variables.
(B) Chi Square: use field survey results as independent
variables, current student responses as dependent
variables.
At U.UD continence level, Lne signs scant cni
square value is 11.07 for v (degrees of freedom)= 5.
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From the current students' response, the average
number of activities that a craftsman is frequently
involved in varies from 1.91 (Painter) to 3.23 (Plumber).
The mean is 2.46. The corresponding field survey results
ranged from 1.27 (Carpenter) to 2.01 (Plumber), with a
mean of 1.62. That is to say, the answers from the
students (apprentices) are 52% higher than those from the
skilled workers on site.
The Chi Square Tests reveal that, at 5% significan-
ce level, there are differences in the responses obtained
from the apprentices and workers in all disciplines (ex-
cept bricklaying and plastering where no significant
difference was observed) as well as in the overall
results.
2. Students' Value of Academic Subjects
The craft curricula in Hong Kong are based mainly
on the City and Guilds of London Institute models. The
curricula place heavy emphasis on education as well as
vocational training. In a model craft course curriculum
20% to 30% of the teaching hours are devoted to General
Studies, another 10% to 20% to related studies (i.e.
drawing, calculations and science). The syllabus on
craft theory and skill training covers a fairly wide and
skill topic area with the intention of avoiding possible
structural unemployment.
Hong Kong belongs to a culture and social setting
entirely different from that of the U.K. Without a good
social security system, Hong Kong workers cannot afford
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to let structural unemployment happen. Besides, the
dense population, close proximity of home and work, the
cheap and efficient transportation system, all give a
suitable atmosphere for the development of specializa-
tion.
Omitting or reducing the General Studies content in
a craft training programme is quite a contraversial
issue. But, judging from the results that a craftsman is
required to practise-less than two skill areas in his
routine work compared with 6 to 10 skill areas covered in
the curriculum, there is very good reason for
specialization and for reduction of the training
programme duration.
In a pragmatic society like Hong Kong, many people
regard things that are not directly related to their
needs as irrelevant. This' is apparent among adult
learners in any educational institution. However, to
conduct an investigation on adult trainees' value of
academic subjects in a training programme is not feasible
because there are very few adults enrolled in such
programmes.
Therefore, a survey was conducted among the craft
students (most of them are under 19 years old) to study
their values of academic subjects. The survey results
are given in Tables 10,.11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
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Job Nature of Construction Apprentices
(Survey on Current Craft Students)
Students Responsed (in%)Probing Details
Bk C & J Pb PD Total
Sample Size= 73 48 25 10 156
The current job is:
-very general, most of the 11% 21% 4% 10% 13%
skills learnt from the course
can be applied.
-very specialized, only a small 44% 35% 44% 60% 422
portion of the skills learnt
from the course can be applied
-in-between the above two 45% 44% 52% 30% 45%
Do you have an apprenticeship
contract with the employer?
Yes. 30% 50% 0% 50% 33%
No. 70% 50% l00% 50% 67%
Are you taking the day for the
course as substitution for the
workers' Statutory holiday?
Yes 17% 37% 13% 607 25%
No. 83% 63% 8 7C7 402c 75%
Wages compared with counterparts
not attending T.I. course:
Same 34% 47% 44%60%
Less by 5% 1% 2% 0% 0%
2%Less by 6- 10% 15% 0% 1 8%











Students' Value of Academic Subjects
(Bricklaying and Plastering Course- Sample Size= 73)
Subjects:
E= Building ConstructionA= Science
B= Drawing F= Specification
C= Calculations G= Measurement
D= Craft Theory
Probing Details Students Responsed (in%) by Subjeci
A B C D E F G
Syllabus Standard/Material:
21% 1% 5% 12%3%too difficult
55%48% 53% 38% 55%63%38%appropriate
21% 23%12% 14% 5%34% 5%unrelated to job
13%14% 39%5% 38%highly related to job
subject to be deleted 5% 3% 5% 8%1% 3%
teaching time to be
7% 4% 4% 11%extended 9%
Table 12
Students' Value of Academic Subjects
(Carpentry Joinery Course- Sample Size= 48)
Students Responsed (in%) by SubjectProbing Details
A B C D E F G
Syllabus Standard/Material:
8% 22%6%107 2% 8% 9%too difficult
74%72% 72%44%64% 91%64%appropriate
20% 26%31%6% 20%18% 8%unrelated to job
50% 17% 57%52%30% 22%10%highly related to job
10%6% 10% 13% 4%20%12%subject to be deleted
teaching time to be
8% 30% 10% 10% 38% 18% 44%extended
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Table 13
Students' Value of Academic Subjects
(P1mhinp and Pinefittin2 Course- Sample Size= 25)
subjects:




Students Responsed (in%) by SubjectProbing Details




4%24% 32%16%unrelated to job
4% 76% 56%24%4%highly related to job
4%subject to be deleted
teaching time to be
7% 4% 4% 9% 11%extended
Table 14
Students' Value of Academic Subjects
(Painting Decorating Course- Sample Size= 10)
Students Responsed (in%) by SubjectProbing Details





40%70%20% 30%20%highly related to job
10%subject to be deleted
teaching time to be
10%10%extended
*These are second year students and have not taken the
subiects. hence unable to make assessment.
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Table 15
Students' Value of Academic Subjects (Overall Results)
( Four Courses, Sample Size= 156)
Subjects:




Students Responsed (in%) by SubjectProbing Details
A B C D E F G
Syllabus Standard/Material:
4% 3%8%6%15% 2% 9%too difficult
78%62%56% 50% 51%64%52%appropriate
24%24%14% 10%24% 13% 8%unrelated to job
24%16%51% 37%7% 19% 9%highly related to job
2% 4% 3%8% 6%6% 9%subject to be deleted
teaching time to be
3% 18% 6% 6% 30% 9% 28%extended
The assessments are, to a certain degree, approving
the current programmes. No special adverse comments are
observed. Due to the highly diversified intake level
(students' entry qualifications vary from completion of
Primary 6 up to the 'completion' of Form 5), an average
of less than 10% of students experienced difficulty in
learning (for individual subject and individual class,
the figure is up to 22%). This is really a very low
figure. On average, over 55% of the students considered
the programme standard as appropriate, and over 30% of
them opined that the course is highly relevant to their
routine work (for individual subject, the figure is as
high as 76%).
For academic subjects, 16% to 34% of the students
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with an average of 24%, considered the subject science as
unrelated to their jobs the percentage of students who
considered this subject as related constituted only 7%.
For the other two academic subjects, calculations and
drawing, the percentage of students in favour of them can
more or less balance those who opposed them. The
students' value of academic subjects is alarmingly low.
It is surprising to note that they developed such value
in less than three years after leaving junior secondary
school.
From Table 10, it can see that, even at apprentice
level, 35% to 60% of the students (with an average of
42%) were engaged in very specialized work and that only
a small portion of the skills they learnt from the course
can be applied
The results suggest that shortening of training
course duration through specialization may be beneficial
to the apprentices as well as the society.
3. Construction Craftsmen: Age, Education and
Training Background Distribution
The education and training background and the age
distribution of construction craftsmen (Tables 16, 17 and
18) unveil the existence of an untapped market for adult
training. 93% of the construction craftsmen are between
the ages of 20 and 45. This group of workers needs
updating and up-grading training, which is currently not
available in Hong Kong. The age di.stributi_on..indicate.s
that the trades demanding manual strength such as
bricklavin2 masonry. and carDentrv (fnrmwnrk), have a
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very small percentage of workers below the age of 20.
This may answer the question of why young carpentry
(formwork) graduates always experience difficulty in
securing employment. On the other hand, the carpentry
(Joinery) trade takes on a fair number of young workers.
In the light of these facts, the prevailing concept of
training a craftsman to become a formwork carpenter
initially and then upgrade him to be a joiner through on-
the-job training may.have to be reviewed. Due to lower
wage for the joinery work, many formwork carpenters are
unwilling to switch to joinery work till they are too old
or too weak for the strength demanding formwork job.
Table 16
Field Survey Results on Construction Craftsmen
Education Background Distribution
Discipline Sample No Formal Primary Secondary
Size Education Level Level
Bricklaying, 134 28% 53% 19%
Plastering Tiling
Carpentry Joinery 144 23% 56% 21%
Painting Decorating 75 30% 47% 23%
Plumbing Pipefitting 90 19% 42% 39%
Overall Results 443 25% 51% 24%
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T a h]_ e 17
Field Survey Results on Construction Craftsmen
Training Background Distribution
Discipline Sample No Formal Appren- App.+
Size Training ticeship Inst.Ed
Bricklaying, 132 67% 31 c 2%
Plastering Tiling
Carpentry Joinery 144 64% 317 52
Painting Decorating 75 59% 38% 27
Plumbing Pipefitting 46% 42%90 127
Overall Results 443 60 35% 5%
KEY
Apprenticeship= Three or more years apprenticeship
training.
App.+ Inst.Ed= Three or more years apprenticeship




Field Survey Results on Construction Craftsmen
AQ P Ditri hutin
Job Title and Age Distribution (From- To: in%)
(Sample Size) 15- 20- 25- 30- 35- 40- 45- 50- 55-
Bricklayer 0% 1% 10% 19% 42% 16% 7% 5% 0% 0%
(N= 545)
Plasterer 0% 5% 16% 24% 31% 15% 5% 3% 1% 0%
(N= 1,523)
Tiler/ 0% 22% 35% 15% 16% 9% 1% 2% 0% 0%
Marble Worker (N=445)
Mason 0% 0% 6% 11% 17% 19% 44% 3% 0% 0%
(N= 36)
Granolithic 0% 0% 9% 33% 23% 24% 7% 4% 0% 0%
/Terrozzo Worker
(N= 78)
Carpenter 07 07 97 30% 18% 16% 17% 6% 4% 0%
(Formwork)
(N= 941)
Carpenter 0% 3% 14% 20% 21% 16% 13% 9% 2% 2%
(Joiner)
(N= 402)
Painter 0% 3% 20% 38% 22% 11% 3% 3% 0% 0%
(N= 551)
Plumber 0% 2% 18% 29% 25% 12% 8% 4% 2% 0%
(N= 569)
Trowel 0% 3% 16% 25% 30% 15% 7% 3% 1% 0%
Trade* (N= 2,727)
Wood Trade* 0% 1% 11% 27% 19% 17% 16% 7% 1% 1%
(N= 1,343)
TOTAL= 0% 2% 15% 28% 25% 15% 10% 4% 1% 0%
Trowel Trade= Bricklayer+ Plasterer+ Tiler/Marble
Worker+ Mason+ Granolithic/Terrozzo
Worker.




(1) Despite overlooking 'Elasticity of Substitution
Effect,' 'Social Demand' and some other minor defects,
the manpower survey method adopted in Hong Kong fulfilled
its functions effectively in predicting future manpower
needs. This is the only approach that can provide
concrete figures to the administrators in forward
planning. Therefore, the manpower planning approach will
still be the dominant model in the foreseeable future,
unless there emerges a better alternative.
(2) The supply of construction craftsmen from local
training institutions in the last decade was seemingly
unable to meet the industrial demand. Annual output from
this source amounted to only 1.7% of the total craftsmen
in 1982 and 2.5% in 1983. This could hardly cover the
wastage due to retirement and change of employment. The
growth of construction craftsmen in Hong Kong relies
heavily on the traditional on-the-job training in which
most of the new entrants are adult workers.
(3) The Sixth Manpower Survey Report on the Building
and Civil Engineering .I-ndustry recommended that the
number of construction craft trainees to be taken on for
training in each year from 1982 to 1986 be in the range
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between 2,000 and 2,300 (in view of the trade recession,
the Seventh Manpower Report to be released in the latter
part of this year is likely to trim down the recommended
figure by 10%) but the total planned training capacity in
the local training institutions can only reach some 1,500
in 1985. Therefore, the construction industry will not
be able to achieve the target figure recommended by the
Manpower Survey Report till the completion of the Third
Construction Industry,Training Centre, hopefully in 1986.
(4) The survey revealed that:
- the average age of construction craftsmen in Hong
Kong is 36.58
- 83% of them are over 25 years of age
- 76% of them are educated only up to primary
school level
- 60% of them have not 'received any sort of formal
training
- an alarming percentage of craft students, most of
them out of junior secondary school for less than
three years, developed a value system in which
academic subjects in the training programme were
regarded as irrelevant to their career.
For the training of young apprentices, it is
universally accepted that the training programmes should
be fairly broad-based and that educational content is the
indispensable element. But, if the training programmes
are aimed at adult trainees, the separation of
educational elements from the training elements can
reduce the training period to a certain extent, hence
both the trainees and the society will benefit from the
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arrangement.
(5) The survey recorded that less than 3% of the
apprentices and craftsmen reported that the number of
their main jobs (i.e. the activities or area of
specialization they engaged in for more than 30% of their
time in an average year) was more than two the overall
average number of main jobs for the construction crafts-
men is 1.21. The average number of activities that they
frequently engaged in is only 2.46. Therefore it is
possible to formulate specialized training programmes so
as to reduce the training period.
(6) The survey also suggested that there is a large
untapped market in the training of adults. At present,
the training programmes in Hong Kong are designed mainly
for school leavers very few of them are open to adults.
The following areas in the field of manpower
training and job analysis are recommended for further
research/investigation:
To conduct more detailed job analyses in construc-
tion craft trades so as to identify better grouping of
skills for specialization.
To formulate specialised training programmes for
adults with shorter training periods to test their
acceptability through actual marketing.
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THE STXTH MANPOWER SURVEY OF THE BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING INDUSTRY
土 木 工 程 及 建 築
工 業 第 六 次 人 力 調 查
QUESTIONNAIRE 调 查 表
NOTE: PLEASE READ THE EXPLANATORY NOTE BEFORE COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
（ 註 ： 填 表 前 ， 請 詳 閱 附 註 ）
NAME OF FIRM
（廠號）： ADDRESS （地址）:
TYPE OF PRODUCTS （產品）：





工 作 類 別
Code No.
編 號











No. of Workers Employed
(excl. trainees and apprentices)





















現 有 之 受 訓








訓 練 所 需 之
















估 計 在 未 來 十 二
個 月 所 需 增 加 之









教 育 及 訓 練
42
Enter in column H the
education and training
which a worker should
have according to the
following code:
請 將 貴 廠 工 人 應 有 之 教
育 及 訓 練 按 照 下 列 類 別 編
號填入（辛）欄內：
Code





大 學 學 位
或 理 工 院 士
或 高 級 文 憑 及 訓 練
F 5and 2
Apprenticeship
中 學 五 年 級 及 學 徒 訓 練
Technician Diploma 3
and Training
技 術 員 文 憑 及 訓 練
1 Year Full-time 4
Basic Craft Course
and Apprenticeship
一 年 制 全 日 基 本 訓 練
課 程 及 學 徒 訓 練
F 3 and 5
Apprenticeship
中 學 三 年 級 及 學 徒 訓 練
Primary Education 6
and Training















THE 6TH MANPOWER SURVEY OF THE
BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING INDUSTRY
土 木 工 程 及 建 築 業 第 六 次 人 力 調 查
EXPLANATORY NITES ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE
調 查 表 附 注
1.Please ignore the numbers in the row inmmediately beneath the headings
in the questionnaire. They are purely card column numbers for data
processing.
調 查 表 內 每 行 標 題 下 之 資 料 咭 欄 號 碼 祗 供 整 理 資 料 之 用
， 請 毋 須 理 會 。
2. Before completing the qusetionnaire, please read carefully the job
titles and job descriptions in Appendix C.
填 表 前 ， 請 先 祥 閱 附 錄 丙 所 列 之 各 職 位 ， 名 稱 與 職 責 簡 述
3.Please complete all colunms (except column G) of the questionnaire
and insert a dash (-) for any column not applicable to your firm/
site.
請 填 寫 表 內 各 欄 （ 庚 欄 除 外 ） ， 並 在 貴 商 號 / 地 盤 不 適 用 之 各 欄 捏 填 入 （ — ） 符 號
4. Job Title - column 'A'
職 位 名 稱 — ' 甲 ' 欄
a. Pleasenterintocolum,'A' thosejobtitles, togetherwith
their appropriate code numbers specified in Appendix C,
appilcable to your firm site in order of their skill levels
(i.e. technologist level jobs first followed by be chnician,
craftsman. perative and general work level jobs).
凡 屬 貴 商 號 / 地 盤 所 有 之 職 位 名 稱 ， 請 連 同 附
錄 丙 列 明 之 適 當 編 號 ， 依 其 技 能 等 級 之 次 序 （
例 如 先 填 技 師 ， 依 次 至 技 術 員 、 技 工 、 操 作 工 及
普 通 工 人 ） 填 入 調 查 表 之 ‘ 甲 ’ 欄 內 .
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b. Please add in column 'A' titles of any jobs not mentioned in
Appendix C, and briefly describe the jobs and indicate their
skill levels.
如 有 需 要 ， 请 在 ‘ 甲 ’ 欄 填 入 附 錄 丙 未 有 開 列 之 工
作 名 稱 ， 並 扼 要 說 明 其 所 從 事 之 工 作 及 所 需 之 技
能 等 級 。
c. Please classify a worker according to his main duty irrespective
of any additional secondary duties he may be required to perform,
e. g. a craftsman who works mainly as a bricklayer but is sometimes
required to perform plastering work should be classified as a
bricklayer and not as a plasterer.
請 根 據 工 人 之 主 要 職 務 而 分 類 而 不 以 其 兼 任 之 其
他 職 務 而 分 類 ； 例 如 一 名 技 工 其 主 要 職 務 為 砌 磚
， 但 有 時 須 擔 任 批 盪 ， 則 應 屬 磚 工 而 非 批 盪 工 。
5. Total Monthly Income Range of Workers - Column 'B'
工 人 每 月 總 收 入 幅 度 一 ‘ 乙 ’ 欄
Please enter into this column the total monthly income range for
each type of workers. This should include basic wages, regular
overtime pay, cost of living allowance, meal allowance etc. if any.
請 在 此 欄 內 填 入 每 類 工 人 之 每 月 總 收 入 幅 度 ， 包 括 底 薪
、 定 期 性 逾 時 工 作 之 工 資 、 生 活 津 貼 、 膳 食 津 貼 等 在 內
。
6. Number of Workers Employed (Excluding Trainees and Apprentices)-
Column 'C'
現 有 工 人 人 數 （ 受 訓 者 及 學 徒 除 外 ） 一 ‘ 丙 ’ 欄
In the case of construction sites, please separately fill in the
number of permanent and casual workers at the site. The labour
force in both cases should include direct labour as well as those
employed by your sub-contractors.
若 是 地 盤 者 ， 請 分 別 填 寫 地 盤 所 僱 用 之 長 工 及 散 工 人 數
， 此 兩 類 工 人 必 須 包 括 貴 商 號 或 地 盤 直 接 僱 用 及 分 包
商 所 僱 用 者 。
In the case of the office of a firm, only workers employed in the
office need to be filled in.
若 是 商 號 者 ， 由 祇 填 入 辦 事 處 內 僱 用 之 員 工 人 數 。
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7. Number of Trainees and Apprentices - Column 'D'
受 訓 者 及 學 徒 人 數 — ‘ 丁 ’ 欄
Technologist trainees refer to those who are undergoing some form
of post graduate practical training.
見 習 技 師 乃 專 上 院 校 畢 業 後 仍 在 接 受 實 務 訓 練 之 員 工 。
8. Period of Training Required - Column 'E'
訓 練 所 需 之 時 間 一 ‘ 戊 ’ 欄
You are required to complete this column only for jobs in which you
have trainees or apprentices.
若 台 端 有 受 訓 員 工 或 學 徒 從 事 工 作 始 須 填 寫 此 欄 。
9. Number of Vacancies at Date of Survey - Column 'F'
現 有 之 空 缺 數 一 ‘ 己 ’ 欄
Please fill in the number of existing vacancies (excluding those
for trainees/apprentices).
請 填 寫 現 有 之 空 缺 數 （ 受 訓 者 或 學 徒 之 空 缺 數 除 外 ） 。
10. Please Ignore Column ''G'
請 勿 填 寫 ‘ 庚 ’ 欄
11. Education and Training a Worker Should Have - Column 'H'
工 人 應 有 之 教 育 及 訓 練 一 ‘ 辛 ’ 欄
The purpose of this column is to solicit your view on the education
and training which a worker in a particular job should have if he
were to appreciate the technology behind his work.
此 欄 之 目 的 欲 知 台 端 希 望 某 種 職 位 之 工 人 若 要 領 悟 其
工 作 所 需 之 科 技 時 應 具 備 之 教 育 及 訓 練 。
Post-Secondary Diploma refers to diplomas awarded by post-secondary
institutions such as the Hong Kong Baptist College.




To facilitate proper completion, an example is given on the next
page for your reference.
下 列 例 子 ， 可 供 填 寫 時 參 考 。
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工 作 類 別
Code No.
編 號








總 收 入 幅 度
5
(C) （丙）
No. of Workers Employed
(excl. trainees and apprentices)
















































估 計 在 未 來 十 二
個 月 所 需 增 加 之








工 人 應 有 之




管 工 （ 建 造 商
所 僱 用 ）
1 2 0 4
3 000-
3 500 2 1 3
Bricklayer/
Roof Tiler
磚 工 / 屋 瓦 工
1 3 0 4
2 500
2 800 5 8 3 36 2 5
Enter in column H the
education and training
which a worker should
have according to the
following code:
請 將 貴 廠 工 人 應 有 之 教
育 及 訓 練 按 照 下 列 類 別 編
號填 入（ 辛） 欄內 ：
Code





大 學 學 位
或 理 工 院 士
或 高 級 文 憑 及 訓 練
F 5and 2
Apprenticeship
中 學 五 年 級 及 學 徒 訓 練
Technician Diploma 3
and Training
技 術 員 文 憑 及 訓 練
1 Year Full-time 4
Basic Craft Course
and Apprenticeship
一 年 制 全 日 基 本 訓 練
課 程 及 學 徒 訓 練
F 3 and 5
Apprenticeship
中 學 三 年 級 及 學 徒 訓 練
Primary Education 6
and Training




Job Descriptions for Principal Jobs
of the Building and Civil Engineering Industry






職 責 簡 述
TECHNOLOGIST LEVEL 技 師 級
1101 Architect Plans, designs and supervises the erection
of all types of building in compliance
with building by-laws, regulations and
requirements of public utilities. He
is responsible for all stages and facets
of a building project including advice
on the brief, feasibility and sketch-
planning, estimates, specifications,
contract drawings and documents, tender
action, contract supervision, and
financial control. He also co-ordinates
the work of allied disciplines engaged
on building projects.
建 築 師
根 據 建 築 條 例 、 規 則 及 各 公 用 事
業 公 司 之 規 定 ， 策 劃 、 設 計 及 監
督 各 類 建 築 物 之 興 建 。 負 責 建 築
計 劃 之 各 個 階 段 及 部 份 ， 包 括 提
供 關 於 建 造 概 要 、 可 行 性 及 簡 圖
策 劃 、 預 算 、 章 程 、 承 建 圖 則 及
文 件 、 投 標 步 驟 、 工 程 監 督 及 經
費 控 制 之 意 見 。 亦 統 籌 辦 理 與 建
築 工 程 有 關 之 專 門 工 作 。
1102 Builder Initiates, plans, organises and manages
building projects; prepares and administers
construction contracts; co-ordinates with
architects, engineers, quantity/building/
estate surveyors, other professionals and
contractors; undertakes financial
negotiations.
建 造 師 著 手 進 行 、 策 劃 、 籌 辦 及 管 理 建
築 計 劃 ； 編 製 及 管 理 建 造 合 約 ；
與 建 築 師 、 工 程 師 、 工 料 / 屋 宇
/ 產 業 測 量 師 、 其 他 專 業 人 員 及
承 建 商 協 調 配 合 工 作 ； 並 執 行 財







職 責 簡 述
TECHNICIAN LEVEL 技 術 員 級




Acts as the representative of the owner,
inspects building and civil engineering
construction works (including all
maintenance works) to ensure conformance
\with contracts, drawings, specifications,
workmanship standards and relevant
legislation.
監 工 （ 建 築 師 或
工 程 師 所 僱 用 ）
代 表 業 主 視 察 建 築 及 土 木 工 程 （
包 括 所 有 保 養 工 程 ） 以 確 保 符 合
合 約 、 圖 則 、 章 程 、 規 格 、 手 藝
標 準 及 有 關 法 例 。
1202 Draughtsman
Prepares from sketch designs, general and
detailed drawings under the supervision
of architects, engineers, surveyors and/or
contractors.
繪 圖 員
在 建 築 師 、 工 程 師 、 測 量 師 及 /
或 承 建 商 之 監 督 下 根 據 設 計 概 要
繪 製 一 般 及 明 細 圖 則 。
1203 Estimator
Obtains basic data and calculates from
plans and details, the probable cost of
construction projects with reference to
factors such as materials, labour,
equipment, overheads and profit.
估 價 員 取 得 基 本 資 料 ， 並 根 據 圖 則 與 詳
圖 且 顧 及 材 料 、 人 工 、 設 備 、 雜
項 及 利 潤 等 因 素 計 算 建 造 工 程 之
大 約 費 用 。
1204 Foreman
(Contractor's)
Supervises, directs and co-ordinates
normally under the general control of the
site agent, the activities of workers
engaged in construction works and
requisitions, receives and inspects
materials and supplies.
管 工 （ 建 造 商 所
僱 用 ）
通 常 在 地 盤 總 管 之 管 轄 下 監 督 、
指 揮 及 協 調 建 造 工 程 工 人 之 工 作
， 並 申 領 、 接 收 、 及 檢 查 材 料 與







職 責 簡 述
TECHNICIAN LEVEL (Continued) 技 術 員 級 （ 續 ）
1209 Surveying Technician
(Quantity)
Assists the quantity surveyor in preparing
bills of quantities by performing taking-
off, abstracting, working-up, and
measuring and valuating completed works
of variations.
工 料 測 量 員 擔 任 估 計 、 概 算 及 整 理 等 各 項 工
作 ， 協 助 建 築 材 料 測 量 師 編 製 工
程 數 量 單 ， 並 估 量 各 項 完 成 工 程
或 更 改 工 程 ， 兼 評 估 其 價 值 。
1210 Surveying Technician
(Valuation/Planning)
Assists the estate/valuation surveyor or
the town planner in surveying, referencing
landed property and making simple
valuation of rental and capital values or
in carrying out land use, conditions of
building and other planning surveys.
Prepares reports or plans.
產 業 測 量 /
城 市 設 計 員
協 助 產 業 測 量 師 進 行 測 量 、 編 製
地 產 資 料 、 簡 單 評 估 租 金 及 資 本
價 值 或 從 事 土 地 用 途 、 建 築 條 件
及 其 他 設 計 性 測 量 。 編 製 報 告 或
圖 則 。
CRAFTSMAN LEVEL 技 工 級
1301 Bamboo Scaffolder Erects and dismantles bamboo scaffolding
required nin construction, repair or
decoration work; and other forms of
bamboo structures.
搭 棚 工 搭 建 及 拆 卸 用 於 建 造 、 修 理 或 裝
修 工 程 之 竹 棚 及 其 他 各 類 用 竹 杉







職 責 簡 述
CRAFTSMAN LEVEL (Continued)
技 術 員 級 （ 續 ）
1302 Blaster (Shot firer) Calculates, prepares, loads and detonates
explosive charges in mines, quarries,
civil engineering and building sites to
produce the results desired in a safe,
efficient and economical manner.
爆 石 工 以 安 全 、 有 效 率 及 合 乎 經 濟 原 則
之 方 法 ， 在 礦 場 、 採 石 場 、 土 木
工 程 及 建 築 地 盤 從 事 計 算 、 準 備
、 安 裝 及 引 爆 炸 藥 ， 以 獲 預 期 之
效 果 。
1303 Leveller Reads and interprets drawings. Sets up
job lines and levels and prepares
templates.
平 水 員 閱 讀 及 理 解 圖 則 ， 開 线 定 平 水 ，
並 製 備 模 型 板 。
1304 Bricklayer/Roof
Tiler
Lays bricks and other buidling blocks,
except stone and marble, to construct
and repair walls, partitions, arches,
openings and other structures; lays
roofing tiles to roofs.
磚 工 / 屋 瓦 工 鋪 砌 磚 塊 （ 石 塊 及 雲 石 除 外 ） 以
築 造 及 修 理 墻 壁 、 間 隔 、 拱 、 洞
口 及 其 他 結 構 。 鋪 砌 屋 面 之 屋 瓦
1305 Wall and Floor
Tiler
Cuts, shapes and sets various kinds of
tiles on walls, ceilings and floors to
specified levels and patterns.
墻 磚 及 地 台 磚 工 依 照 指 定 水 平 及 圖 案 ， 切 割 及 鋪
砌 各 種 磚 片 墻 壁 、 天 花 板 及 地 台
上 。
1306 Marble Worker Sets out, measures, cuts and sets marble
slabs on walls, floors or other surfaces.
Grinds and polishes marble works.
雲 石 工 劃 綫 、 量 度 及 割 切 雲 石 塊 ， 並 將
之 鋪 砌 在 墻 壁 、 地 面 或 其 他 表 面







職 責 簡 述
CRAFTSMAN LEVEL (Continued) 技 工 級 （ 續 ）
1307 Mason
Splits and shapes stones, and builds and
lays stone works to specified thickness,
patterns and shapes.
石 工 依 照 指 定 厚 度 、 款 式 及 形 狀 ， 將
石 塊 分 裂 及 切 鑿 ， 並 鋪 砌 石 塊 及




Mixes and applies granolithic, terrazzo
and Shanghai plaster to walls and floors;
polishes and cleans finished work.
碎 石 批 盪 與 雲 石
粒 ‘ 意 大 利 ’ 批 盪
工 及 上 海 批 盪 工
將 碎 石 、 雲 石 粒 批 盪 與 上 海 批 盪
之 用 料 分 別 混 和 及 批 盪 在 墻 壁 與
地 台 上 ， 磨 光 及 清 潔 之
1309 Plasterer
Applies coats of plaster including
rendering to walls and ceilings to
produce a finished surface; screeds
floors, staircases and roofs.
批 盪 工
在 墻 壁 及 天 花 上 進 行 各 種 層 次 之
批 盪 ， 以 造 成 表 面 ， 盪 平 地 台 、
樓 梯 及 天 面 。
1310 Carpenter (Formwork)
Erects and strikes timber formwork for
concrete walls, floors, columns,
foundations and other structures.
混 凝 土 範 本 木 工 構 造 及 拆 卸 混 凝 土 墻 壁 、 樓 面 、
柱 、 基 礎 及 其 他 結 構 所 用 之 模 板 。
1311 Carpenter/Joiner/
Wood Machinist
Carries out all internal and external
woodwork using both hand tools and
woodworking machinery.
木 工 或 細 木 工 或
木 工 機 床 技 工
運 用 手 動 工 具 及 造 木 機 器 處 理 戶
內 外 一 切 與 木 工 有 關 之 工 作 。
1312 Construction Plant
Mechanic
Maintains and repairs building and civil
engineering plant and machinery.







職 責 簡 述
CRAFTSMAN LEVEL (Continued) 技 工 級 （ 續 ）
1313 Metal Scaffolder Erects, dismantles, maintains and repairs
metal scaffolding required in construction,
repair of decoration work.
金 屬 棚 架 工 架 設 、 拆 卸 及 維 修 用 於 建 造 、 修
理 或 裝 修 工 程 之 金 屬 棚 架 。
1314 Metal Worker Fits, assembles, welds and forges metal
parts ; installs non-structural metalwork;
operates metal-working machines; makes
templates.
金 屬 工 打 磨 、 裝 配 、 焊 接 及 鍛 冶 金 屬 配
件 ， 安 裝 非 結 構 性 金 屬 製 件 ， 操
作 金 工 機 器 ， 製 作 模 型 板 。
1315 Structural Steel
Worker
Drills, cuts and shapes steel sections;
assembles structural members and erects
steel structures by riveting, bolting
or welding; operates power shears, flame
cutting equipment and other tools.
結 構 鋼 架 工 將 鋼 材 鑽 孔 、 切 斷 及 成 型 ， 以 鉚
釘 、 螺 栓 或 焊 接 方 法 將 構 件 裝 配
及 構 造 鋼 架 結 構 ， 操 作 電 剪 、 氧
乙 炔 切 割 設 備 與 其 他 工 具 。
1316 Painter and Decorator
and Sign Writer
Prepares surfaces, fittings and fixtures
of buildings and other structures for
painting and decorating; applies paints
or similar protective and decorative
materials; lays out and writes letters,
characters and other signs.
髹 漆 工 或 裝 飾 工
或 漆 寫 工
清 理 屋 宇 及 其 他 建 築 物 配 件 及 設
備 之 表 面 ， 以 便 髹 漆 及 裝 修 、 髹
上 漆 油 或 同 類 保 護 性 及 裝 飾 性 材
料 、 設 計 與 書 寫 英 文 字 母 、 中 文
字 體 及 其 他 標 誌 。
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Code Job DescriptionJob Titie
職 責 簡 述編 號 職 稱
CRAFTSMAN LEVEL (Continued) 技 工 級 ( 續 )
Assembles, installs, repairs and maintainsPlumber1317
pipes, fittings, sanitary fixtures, cold,
hot and flush water systems, soil, waste
and rain water drainage systems in a safe,
efficient and economical manner as may be
required.
喉 管 工
之 方 法 裝 配 、 安 裝 及 維 修 喉 管 及
其 配 件 、 潔 具 、 冷 熱 水 系 統 、 沖
廁 系 統 、 糞 便 、 穢 水 及 雨 水 排 洩
系 統 。
Installs, repairs and maintains gas mainsGas Plumber1318
and pipes supplying consumers from mains
or storage tank.
裝 設 、 修 理 及 及 保 養 由 總 喉 管 或 儲煤 氣 喉 管 工
存 庫 通 往 用 戶 之 煤 氣 管 。
Performs under-water operations such asDiver1319
inspection, construction and repair of
structures and demolition prepares
reports on all the foregoing operations.
潛 水 員 擔 任 各 種 水 底 工 作 如 各 種 結 構 之
編 寫 有 關 上 述 各 種 工 作 之 報 告 。
OPERATIVE LEVEL 操 作 工 級
Cuts, bends and fixes steel bars accordingBar-bender1401
to dravinars and bending schedules.
依 照 圖 樣 及 屈 鐵 式 樣 將 鋼 條 屈 曲屈 鐵 工
、 截 斷 及 札 穩 。
Mixes, places and compacts concrete.1402 Concretor
混 和 、 澆 置 與 搗 實 混 凝 土混 凝 土 工
以 安 全 、 有 效 率 及 合 乎 經 濟 原 則
檢 查 、 建 造 修 理 及 拆 毀 工 作 ，
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I I. JOB LEVEL : CRAFTSMAN
III. JOB Lays bricks and other building blocks, except
DESCRIPTION stone and marble, to construct and repair walls,
partitions, arches, openings and other
structures lays roofing tiles to roofs.
IV. TRADE SKILLS : Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand tools of the
trade and lifting equipment.
2. Erect and use working platforms, steps,
ladders, pulleys and hoists use
scaffolding.
3. Read and interpret construction drawings
and specifications.
4. Set out work at each stage.
5. Mix mortar by hand and/or machine according
to specifications.
6. Spread mortar on foundation and end of
brick to serve as base and binder, using
trowel.
7. Lay and tap bricks on mortar bed, spreading
mortar between joints.
8. Lay courses of bricks to specification.
9. Check alignment of structure with setting
out equipment as work progresses.
10. Cut and shape bricks or other building
blocks as required.
11. Finish mortar between joints with pointing
tool or trowel.
12. Leave openings in brickwork for fittings
such as door and window frames or build
in door and window frames in preformed
openings.
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13, Cut holes and form chases in brickwork for
pipes, conduits and the like.
14. Cut, tooth and bond new work to old, pin
up to soffits.
15. Lay and fix damp proofing materials in
brickwork.
16. Build brick arches, sills, thresholds,
copings and the like.
17. Fix brick veneers to structure using
various types of fixing devices.
18. Construct brick manholes.
19. Form brick or block casings to reinforced
concrete or steelwork such as piers and
columns.
20. Lay fire bricks or refractory blocks or
tiles to furnaces, kilns, ovens and other
high temperature equipment.
21. Lay and point facing bricks.
22. Cut and shape various types of roof tiles
using hand tools.
23. Lay or fix roof tiles to pitched roofs and
form eaves, verges, ridges, abutments and
cut and make good around pipes.
V. TRADE THEORY Knowledge of:-
1. Principles of bricklaying and roof tiling
including:-
(i) various kinds of bricks, building
blocks and roof tiles,
(ii) treatment of bricks, blocks and
roof tiles including grading,
soaking, cutting and shaping,
(iii) selection, mixing, treatment and
use of various ancillary materials
for bedding and pointing,
(iv) bedding, fixing, bonding, jointing
and pointing for different brick-
work or roof tiling.
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2. Tools commonly used in the trade.
3. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
4. Mixing, placing and tamping of concrete,
5. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
6. Erection of working platforms, steps,
ladders, pulleys and hoists.
7. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
8. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
VI. TRAINING A. Type:-
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course, with
attendance at a relevant part-time day-
release or evening craft course in an
institution of technical education.
B. atry Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
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I. JOB TITLE: CARPETTM- (FOR1-.I70Ri )
II. JOB LEVEL:CRAY2STI.1 1
III. JOIE Erects and strikes formwork for concrete
DESCRI TIOi: walls, floors, columns, foundations and
other structares.
IV.TRADE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand and power
tools of the trade, woodworking machines
and lifting equipment.
2. Read and interpret specifications and
ccnstraction drawings.
3. Set out work at each stage.
4. Selcct, measure, mark out and saw timber
or plywood according to specifications.
5. erect formwork for footings, columns,
walls, lintels, beams, floors, roofs
and stairs, other structures and features.
6. Check dimensions, alignment and levels of
formwork using setting out and levelling
equipment as work progresses.
7. Dismantle and maintain formwork providing
means for easy striking, cleaning and
re-use.
8. Erect and maintain fair-faced concrete
formwork,
IT, TRADE THEORY: Knowledge of:
1. Tools and woodworking machines commonly
used in the trade.
2. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
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3. Various types of timber used in carpentry
including:-
(i) classification of softwood
and hardwood,




(v) common sizes and proper storage,
(vi) plywood and other built-up
materials.
4. Principles of formwork construction
including:-
(i) vertical and horizontal loading
on formwork,
(ii) nature of concrete,
(iii) effect of workability of
concrete mix, rate of
pouring and method of
compaction on pressure
and resulting deflections,
(iv)- selecting, measuring, marking
out and cutting of timber,
(v) economical and technically
sound arrangement of members.
5. Construction of formwork for various
structures of different sizes and shapes
such as footings, columns, walls, floors,
beams, stairs.
6. Slip form, steel formwork and fair-faced
concrete formwork.
7. Formwork for pre-casting or repetition
casting of concrete.
8. Re-use of formwork.
9. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
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10. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
11, Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
VI. TRAINING A, Type:
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course or a three-
year course in a prevocational school,
with attendance at a relevant part-time
day-release or evening craft course in
an institution of technical education.
B. Entry Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
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I, JOB TITLE CARPENTER/JOIIJERAVOOD MACHINIST
I I, JOB LEVEL CRAFTSMAN
III. JOB Carries out all internal and external woodwork
DESCRIPTION using both hand tools and woodworking machinery.
IV. TRADE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand and power
tools of the trade, woodworking machines
and lifting equipment.
2. Read and interpret construction drawings
and specifications.
3. Set up for hand and repetitive machine
work, use patterns and marking jigs and
prepare cutting lists.
4. Select, mark out, cut and shape timber
and make joints according to specifications
by hand and/or machines, performing such
operations as sawing, grooving, planing
and sanding.
5. Assembles prepared wood and parts by
methods such as nailing, screwing,
dowelling and gluing.
6. Cut and fix:-
(i) door and window frames,
(ii) doors and gates including
the necessary fittings,
(iii) vrindow boards including the
covering of moulds,
(iv) framing to ducts, panels
and false ceilings,
(v) wall panels and suspended
ceilings,
(vi) wood grounds, skirting,
architraves and rails.
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7. Make and fix in buildings all kinds of
fitments such as cupboards, wardrobes,
tables, drawers and kitchen units.
8. Undertake drawer dovetailing, fixing and
edging of laminated plastic sheets.
9. Lay floor boards to various sub-floors.
10. Position and fix rafters, joists, trusses
and other roof members.
11. Check and verify accuracy of work with
squares, rules, levels and plumb-lines.
12. Erect temporary hoarding and wooden
structures such as site offices in
construction sites.
13. Erect, strike and maintain timber shores
such as raking, flying and dead shores.
V. TRADE THEORY Knowledge of:-
1. Tools and woodworking machines commonly
used in the trade.
2. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
3. Various types of timber used in carpentry
including:-
(i) classification of softwood
and hardwood,




(v) common sizes and proper storage,
(vi) veneers, plywood and other
built-up materials.
4. Selecting, measuring, marking out and
cutting of timber, boards or other
materials.
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5. Methods of joining wood members by nails,
dowels, screws, bolts, wedges and adhesives.
6. Various types of joints.
7. Methods of fixing woodwork to brickwork,
blockwork and concrete and fixing blocks,
wood grounds,
8. Construction and fixing of various doors
and frames, wall and ceiling panelling.
9. Construction and/or fixing of internal
fittings and fitments.
10. Floor boarding including the cutting, laying
and polishing of wood strips, blocks, tiles
and parquets.
11. Construction of show cases and temporary
offices in construction sites.
12. Methods of shoring dangerous buildings
including the erecting, striking and
maintenance of raking, flying and dead
shores.
13. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
14. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
15. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
VI. TRAINING A. Type:-
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course or a three-
year course in prevocational school,
with attendance at a relevant part-time
day-release or evening craft course in
an institution of technical education.
B. Entry Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
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I. JOB TITLE: GRANOLITHIC AND TERRAZZO WORK AND
SHANGHAI PLASTERER
II. JOB LEVEL: CRAFTSMAN
III. JOB Tuxes and applies granolithic, terrazzo and
DESCRIPTION Shanghai plaster to walls and floors polishes
and cleans finished work.
TV- TRADE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand ana power
tools of the trade and lifting equipment.
2. Erect and use working platforms, steps,
ladders,' pulleys and hoists use
scaffolding.
3. Read and interpret construction drawings
and plastering specifications.
4. Set out work at each stage.
5. Mix various screeding and finishing mixes
by hand and/or machine according to
specifications.
6. Lay screeding for various f inishings.
7. Set division strips on the screeding to
form required pattern and define final
level of surface.
8. Apply and smooth finishing coat to the
defined level using trowel and float.
9. Scatter marble, granite or other stone
chips over finished surface and roll
surface to embed chips.
10. Grind and polish hardened terrazzo rub
hardened granolithic surface wash
granolithic and Shanghai plaster surface
using machines and/or hand tools.
11. Run cornices and produce various designs
and ornamental mouldings.
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1. Principles of granolithic, terrazzo and
Shanghai plastering including:-
various kinds of materials
for granolithic, terrazzo
and Shanghai plasters,
(ii) selection, mixing, treatment
and uses of various constituents
and ancillary materials,
floating and finishing to
angles, plain and curved
surfaces.
2. Tools cormnonly used in the trade.
3. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
4. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed viork.
5. Decorative and ornamental plastering
including running mouldings.
6. Erection of working platforms, steps,
ladders, pulleys and hoists.
7. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
8. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
Vi. TRAINUIG A. Type:-
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course, with
attendance at a relevant part-time day-
release or evening craft course in an
institution of technical education.
B. Ditrv Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
78Apponuix BI. JOB TITLE MARBLE WORKER
I I. JOB LEVEL: CRAFTSM'IAN
III. JOB Sets out, measures, cuts and sets marble slabs
DESCRIPTION on walls, floors or other surfaces. Grinds
and polishes marble works.
IV. TRADE SKILLS: Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand and power
tools of the trade, lifting equipment,
machines for marble grinding, polishing,
waxing and cutting.
2. Read and interpret specifications and
construction drawings, especially large
scale details.
3. Set out for hand and machine work including
the use of patterns and preparation of
cutting lists.
4. Select, shape and square marble and make
joints to specifications by hand or
machines.
5. Set out on site.
6. Select and use mortar, cement grouts,
mastics, and other jointing materials.
7. Set marble in position manually or using
lifting equipment.
8. Align marble with setting-out equipment
and finish joint between marble slabs or
blocks.
9. Verify alignment as work progresses.
10. Clean and dress marble surface on completion
of job.
11. Make all kinds o fitments including
.window sills, table-tops, fire-places
and house-hold accessories.
12. Prepare marble terrazzo.
79Appenlix BV. THEORY: Knowledge of:-
1. Principles of marble work including
(i) characteristics of and common
defects in marble and other
decorative stones commonly
used in marble work,
(ii) selection of marble or
decorative stone for
specified purposes,
(iii) selection of marble or other
building materials for
preparing marble terrazzo,
(iv) hand and machine work, and
(v) methods of fixing or laying
marble to vertical or
horizontal surfaces using
cement grouts, mastics,
metal clamps and other
jointing materials.
2. Tools commonly used in the trade.
3. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
4. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
5. Planning and organisation of marble
workshops.
6. Interior and exterior decoration.
7. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
8. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
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3-year organised craft apprenticesni.p or,
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course, with
attendance at a relevant part-time day-
release or evening craft course in an
institution of technical education.
B. Entry Requirements:-
Age: Minimum: 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
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I. JOB TITLE: MASON
II. JOB LEVEL CRAFTSMAN
III, JOB Splits and shapes stones, and builds and lays
DESCRIPTION stone works to specified thickness, patterns
and shapes.
IV. TRADE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand and power
tools of the trade, lifting equipment,
pneumatic drills and machines for
stone-work.
2. Make simple hand tools.
3. Read and interpret specifications and
drawings, especially large scale details.
4. Use patterns and prepare cutting schedule.
5. Select, shape and square stones to
specifications.
6. Set out on site.
7. Spread mortar bed over foundation or
previously laid stone.
8. Set stone in position manually or using
lifting equipment.
9. Align stone with setting out equipment and
finish joint between stones with trowels.
10. Verify alignment as work progresses.
11. Clean and dress stone faces on completion
of job.
12. Set granite slabs or face stone on walls
or floors using cement grout or metal
ties. 4
13. Set and lay paving slabs or kerbs, sills
and copings.
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1. Principles of masonry including:
(i) characteristics of and common
defects in granite and other
stones,
(ii) selection of stone for specified
purposes,
(iii) hand and machine work on stone,
and
(iv) methods of fixing and laying
granite slabs on walls, floors
and other structures such as
arches using cement grout,
metal ties or anchors.
2. Tools and machines for stone work.
3. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
4. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
5. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
6. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
VI. TRAINING A. Type:-
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course, with
attendance at a relevant part-time day-
release or evening craft course in an
institution of technical education.
1o Entry Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
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I. JOB TITLE PAINTER AND DECORATOR AND SIGN WRITER
II. JOB LEVEL: CRAFTSMAN
Prepares surfaces, fittings and fixtures ofIII. JOB
buildings and other structures for paintingDESCRIPTION
and decorating applies paint or similar
protective and decorative materials lays
out and writes letters, characters and other
signs.
IV. IRA.DE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand tools of the
trade, brushes and paint spraying equipment.
2. Erect and use various types of scaffolding,
steps, ladders, trestles, ropes, wire ropes,
cradles and Bosun's chairs.
3. Prepare new surfaces for painting by washing
surfaces with detergent and water.
4. Prepare old painted surfaces for painting
by:-
(i) removing old paint using blow
lamp, gas torch, paint solvent,
scrapers or wire brush,
(ii) smooth surfaces with abrasives,
brushes or steel wool,
(iii) fill holes and cracks with
putty or other appropriate
fillers.
5. Apply where necessary, masking tape to
areas not to be painted.
6. Select and mix paints and additives to
produce the required tints and shades.
7. Apply primer and sealer.
A
8. Match materials for under and finishing
coats and apply the required number of
coats to surfaces using brushes, rollers
or spray equipment.
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(i) graining, marbling or gilding
to give wood grain, marble or
other special effects,
(ii) staining to preserve natural
or transparent colour of wood,
(iii combing to produce textured
finish, and
(iv) lining using sable pencils.
10. Prepare surface for paper hanging by
removing old covering material with
scrapers, water or chemicals and filling
in cracks and holes with appropriate
materials.
11. Measure, trim, paste and hang smoothly
paper on walls and ceilings.
12. Interpret sketches or adopt designs of
lining and lettering and carry out free
brush work of the same using brushes
and tools.
13. Layout signs.
14, Cut single and multiple plate stencils.
15. Stencil with brush and spray.
V TRADE TR DRY 4 Knowledge of:
1. Principles of painting including:-
(i) purpose of painting a surface
decoration,
i.e. preservation,hygieneand
(ii) mixing of paints and additives
to meet specific requirements,
(iii) sequence of coats and their
functions in building up a
paint system,
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(v) chemical reactions of surfaces
and other materials on being
painted.
2. Various types of paints, primers, sealers,
varnishes, cellulose materials, additives,
etc. including:-





(ii) dangers associated with
paints and other chemicals
(i.e. noxious fumes,
inflammability), and
(iii) effects of atomospheric and
climatic conditions on a
uaint film.
3. Various brushes, hand tools, spray equipment
and other appliances.
4. Types and functions of fillers.
5. Safe storage of paints, chemicals, wall
papers and other materials used in the
trade.
6. Purpose and use of lining papers.
7. Types of wall papers and their pasting and
folding.
8. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
9. Simple scaffolding.
10. Simple design of lettering, Chinese
characters, numerals, in4ex hands, arrows,
straight or curved lines.
11. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on- site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
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12. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade,
VI. TRAINING A. Type :
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course, with
attendance at a relevant part-time day-
release or evening craft course in an
institution of technical education.
B. Entry Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
3. Free from colour blindness and must not




I. JOB TITLE PLASTERER
II. JOB LEVEL CRAFTSMAN
III» JOB Applies coats of plaster including rendering
DESCRIPTION to walls and ceilings to produce a finished
surface screeds floors, staircases and roofs,
TV. TRADE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand and power
tools of the trade and lifting equipment.
2. Erect and use working platforms, steps,
ladders, pulleys and hoists use
scaffolding.
3. Read and interpret construction drawings
and plastering specifications.
4. Set out work at each stage.
5. Mix various mixes by hand and/or machine
according to specifications.
6. Prepare surface to be plastered by removing
protuberances and fixing angle shapes.
7. Apply first, second or third coats of
external or internal plaster on walls or
ceilings to the specified uniform thickness
using hand tools.
8. Check surface levels, corners and angles
with setting-out equipment for each coat.
9. Roughen or scratch undercoats to provide
greater adhesion for subsequent coats.
10. Smooth surface and finish arrises and coves
with hand tools.
11. Produce textures in finish coat.
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12. Perform the followings:-
(i) laying and finishing of
acoustic plaster,
(ii) running cornices and moulding
various decorative plaster-
work, and
(iii) installing various lathing
for plastering.
13. Pave dados, skirtings, window sills, floors,
treads and risers to stairs and surface
channels.
V. TRADE THEORY s Knowledge of:-
1. Principles of plastering including
(i) various kinds of materials
for plasters and floor
finishings,
(ii) selection, mixing and uses
of various ancillary materials
such as cements, sand, limes,
and various types of plasters
for internal and external uses,
(iii) sequence of coats and methods
of bonding, and
(iv) floating and finishing to
angles, plain and curved
surfaces.
2. Tools commonly used in the trade.
3. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
4. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
5. Basic decorative and qrnamental plastering.
6. Erection of working platforms, steps,
ladders, pulleys and hoists.
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7. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
8. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
VI. TRAINING : AType:-
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course, with
attendance at a relevant part-time day-
release or evening craft course in an
institution of technical education.
B. Entry Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
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I. JOB TITLE PLUMBER
II. JOB LEVEL CRAFTSMAN
III. JOB Assembles, installs, repairs and maintains
DESCRIPTION pipes, fittings, sanitary fixtures, cold,
hot and flush water systems, soil, waste
and rain water drainage systems in a safe,
efficient and economical manner.
IV. TRADE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand and power
tools of the trade, pipe-bending and
pipe-threading machines, soldering and
welding equipment.
2. Read and interpret drawings and
specifications.
3. Locate and mark positions and levels for
connections, passage holes and fixtures
using spirit levels and plumb-lines.
4. Form holes through walls and floors, leave
chases and insert pipe sleeves.
5. Select the appropriate pipes, measure and
mark pipes for cutting or bending.
6. Cut, fit, bend and thread pipes by hand or
machines.
7. Join piping or attach fittings to piping
by soldering, brazing, welding (gas and
are), cementing, fusing, threading,
couplings, screwing, compression and
flanged joints.
8. Carry out lead burning and forming (sheet
and pipe), and joint wiping.
9. Install, service and repair the following:-
(i) pipes of various materials,
control valves and pipe
fittings
91Appendix B(ii) various types of pumps andpump systems, pressure tank
systems
(iii) rain water, waste and soil
drainage systems
(iv) cold and hot water supply
systems including all necessary
fittings and ancillary equipment
(v) flush water systems
(vi) plumbing fixtures and sanitary
appliances such as water
closets, urinal stalls, wash
basins, baths, sinks and other
kitchen equipment
(vii) fire service piping including
various fire fighting equipment,
pumps, fire extinguishers and
sprinkler systems;
viii) gas piping and appliances.
10. Test plumbing installations for leaks and
correct functioning by carrying out
hydraulic pressure, air pressure, smoke
and chemical tests (e.g. on drains and
soil pipes).
V. TRADE THEORY Knowledge of:-
1. Tools commonly used in the trade.
2. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
3. Engineering science and calculations.
4. Workshop technology including soldering,
brazing, gas and arc welding.
5. Properties and uses of materials commonly
used in the trade.
6. Effect of heat on materials.
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7. Pressure, temjorature anO heat and their
measurements.
8. Convection currents, its application to the
hot water system insulati.on against heat
loss.
9. Composition of air and water combustion
and oxidation corrosive action of acids
and gases on plumbing metals and alloys.
10. Hard and soft water, effects on pipes and
boilers sources of water supply, properties
of water from wells storage, treatment,
distribution and pollution of water.
11. Basic principles of hydraulics and
electricity.
12. Principles of plumbing including:-
(i) methods of jointing different
kinds of pipes and fittings,
fixtures, components and
ancillary equipment,
(ii) methods of bending different
kinds of pipes,
(iii) one-pipe, two-pipe and single
stack systems,
(iv) layout and construction of
simple drainage systems for
waste, soil and rain water
including connection of




(v) cold water supply systems
for domestic and industrial
purposes,
(vi) hot water supply systems for
central and individual supply,
(vii) -flush water supply system.
93Appendix B13. Special plumbing systems such as chilled
water and desalination systems.
14. Line diagrams of pipe installation
orthographic and isometric projections.
15. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
16. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
Vi. TRAINING: A. Type:-
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course or a three-
year course in a prevocational school,
with attendance at a relevant part-time
day-release or evening craft course in
an institution of technical education.
B. Entry Requirements:-
1 Age: Minimum 15 years




I. JOB TITLE WALL AND FLOOR TILER.
TT. J OB LEV CRAFTSA
III. JOB Cuts, shapes and sets various kinds of tiles
DESCRIPTION on walls, ceilings and floors to specified
levels and patterns.
IV. TAE SKILLS Ability to:-
1. Use and maintain all hand and power
tools of the trade and lifting equipment.
2. Erect and use working platforms, steps,
ladders, pulleys and hoists use
scaffolding.
3. Read and interpret construction drawings
and tiling specifications.
4. Set out work at each stage.
5. Mix various screeding mixes by hand and/or
machine.
6. Lay screeding or other adhesives for
various tile finishings and according
to the specified pattern.
7. Cut and shape tiles and grind edges of
tiles as necessary using hand or power
tools.
8. Set tiles in position, tapping them to-
level surface and produce firm bonding
with the screeding.
9. Check alignment of tiling with straight-
edge and spirit level.
10. Carry out subsequent pointing on walls
and floors and jointing between tiles.
11. Remove paper covering when mosaic tiles
are set.
9512. Clean and protect tiled surface.
13. Set tiles to form skirtings, reveals,
curbs and sills, cutting holes for pipes.
14. Construct and reinstate mosaic panels.
V. TRADE THEORY Knowledge of:-
1. Principles of tiling including:-
(i) various kinds of wall and
floor tiles,
(ii) treatment of tiles including
sorting, grading, soaking,
cutting and shaping.
(iii) selection, mixing, treatment
and uses of various ancillary
materials for bedding and
pointing,
(iv) use of adhesives,
(v) bedding, fixing, jointing
and pointing of various
types of tiles on surface
of different structures.
2. Tools commonly used in the trade.
3. Setting out including the use of all
necessary equipment.
4. Preparation and fixing of various kinds
of tiles.
5. Estimation of quantity required and
measurement of completed work.
6. Erection of working platforms, steps,
ladders, pulleys and hoists.
7. Industrial hazards associated with the
trade and on-site work, and safety
precautions to be observed.
8. Ordinances and regulations related to the
trade.
Appendix B
96Appendix BVI. TRAINING : A Type:-
3-year organised craft apprenticeship or
2-year organised craft apprenticeship if
preceded by one-year full-time relevant
craft training in the Construction Industry
Training Centre or a relevant one-year
full-time basic craft course, with
attendance at a relevant part-time day-
release or evening craft course in an
institution of technical education
B. Entry Requirements:-
1. Age: Minimum 15 years
2. Minimum Education: Primary 6
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摩 理 臣 山 工 業 學 院 營 造 工 程 系 技 工 課 程 學 生 問 卷 ：
（ 請 在 適 當 的 方 格 中 加 上 √ 號 ）
Qvestipnnaire to Part. Time
Qay-Release Constyvctien
Crafy Sfudents（ 一 ） 你 是 那 一 年 在 建 造 業 訓 練 中 心 畢 業 的 ？
1981
CDwhen were you graduated at the Consfrocfio
1982
Industry Training Centre?
（ 二 ） 你 在 訓 練 中 心 的 主 修 科 目 是 ：
(2)Your major was
泥 沙 全 科 （ 全 級 共 有 240 人 ） Bricklaying Plastering and Tiling
粗 細 木 工 （ 全 級 共 有 200 人 ）
Carpentry and Joinery
髹 漆 粉 飾 寫 招 牌 字 （ 全 級 共 有 60 人 ）
Painting and Decorating
上 下 水 道 及 潔 具 裝 配 （ 全 級 共 有 60 人 ） Plombing d Pipefitting
( 三 ） 在 訓 練 中 心 與 你 同 一 工 作 小 組 的 共 有 幾 人 ？ The Number of frainces
答 ： 人
in your gvovp was
（ 四 ） 在 訓 練 中 心 結 業 後 ， 據 你 所 知 你 所 屬 小 組 中 有 多 少
人 加 入 了 建 造 行 業 及 有 幾 多 人 沒 有 在 本 行 中 工 作 （ 包
括 我 不 到 有 關 工 作 及 日 後 因 沒 有 興 趣 而 轉 業 者 在 內 ） ？
答 ： 人 加 入 了 建 造 行 業
人 因 我 不 到 有 關 工 作 而 沒 有 入 行 。
人 因 沒 有 興 趣 而 日 後 置 業 。






(5)Your corent job natore is
(a)General (c)in between
(b)Specinlica (a) d ed (c) left the industry
（ 五 ） 你 認 為 你 目 前 的 工 作 是 ：
多 元 化 及 全 面 性 的 。 即 是 在 中 心 所 學 到 的 技
藝 大 多 有 機 會 應 用 。
專 門 性 的 ， 即 是 祗 有 一 小 部 份 技 藝 有 幾 會 應 用 。
介 乎 上 兩 者 之 間 。
often words does
to lost of interest
(6)Your pvesent major work is /are
（ 六 ） 你 目 前 的 主 要 工 作 是 （ 可 以 在 多 個 一 方 格 中 加 √ 號 ： ）
結 磚
Bricklaying 一 般 室 內 油 漆
lnterior
Decoration




批 盪 （ 墻 身 及 天 花 ）
Plasteringy
Washed Grano
外 墻 油 漆
Exterior
Decoration 潔 具 安 裝
Sanitary
Fitting






噴 漆 Paint Spraymg 其 它 （ 請 註 明 ) :
地 台 批 盪


















（ 七 ） 你 與 僱 主 間 有 沒 有 學 徒 合 約 ：
(7)
Do you have apprenticeship
有




（ 八 ） 你 每 星 期 到 工 業 學 院 上 課 一 天 ， 那 天 是 否 作 為 你 的
有 薪 法 定 假 期 之 一 （ 即 是 你 不 能 再 享 有 另 外 之 法 定 假 期 ） ？
是 Yes
(8) Are you taking the day tau course
否 No
as substitvtion for the workers,
Stafutory holiday
（ 九 ） 與 其 他 不 用 到 工 業 學 院 上 課 的 學 徒 比 較 你 的
薪 金 是 ：
(a) Wage compared with counterparts
not attending T. I. courses
與 不 用 到 工 業 學 院 上 課 的 學 徒 一 樣 。
same
比 他 們 少 百 分 之 Less by
（ 十 ） 你 對 工 業 學 院 課 程 的 批 評 如 何 ：
what are yow assessments
oh the Technical Institute
Training Programmes
科 目




































程 度 太 深 奧 ， 根 本 無 法 吸 收
too difficult
程 度 適 中
standard appropriate
此 科 目 與 日 常 工 作 完 全 無 關
Unrelated ta job
此 科 目 與 日 常 工 作 有 很 大 關 連
Highly related to job
此 科 目 理 應 取 消
to be deleted
應 該 加 長 此 科 目 之 授 課 時 間 teaching time be extended
Appendix D
Survey on the age of constraction site personnel
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B & P
Survey on the Contruction Craftsman in Hong Kong




Date of Interview: 1983
Itnerviewee's Particulars:
Name:
Sex : M/F Age :
Lengtn of Service in the Construction Industry :
years.
Educational Background :
Received no formal education.
Primary School level.
Secondary School level.
Training Background : Received no formal training.
Completed A three or more years apprenticeship.
Ditto plus institutional training.





















nn te Construction Craf tsman in Hong Kong
Job Nature of Carpenter/ Joiner




Interv ewee' s Particulars:
Name
Sex M/F Age
Length of Service in the Construction Industry
years




Received no formal training.
Ccmpleted a three or more years apprenticeship.
Ditt plus institutional training.
Activities engaged in the passt five years(or recent years):

















Survey on the Contruction Craftsman in Hong Kong




Date of Interview: 1983
Itnerviewee's Particulars:
Name:
Sex : M/F Age :
Lengtn of Service in the Construction Industry :
years.
Educational Background :




Received no formal training.
Completed A three or more years apprenticeship.
Ditto plus institutional training.





















Survey on the Construction Craftsman in Hong Kong








Sex : M/F Age :
Length of Service in the Construction Industry:
years.
Educational Background : Received no formal education.
Primary School level.
Secondary School level.
Training Background : Received no formal training.
Completed a three or more years apprenticeship.
Ditto plus institutional training.
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